Background {#Sec1}
==========

Both HBV and HCV are of global significance as leading causes of liver cancer (most common is HCC - Hepatocellular carcinoma). HCC ranks as approximately the seventh highest cancer worldwide, responsible for the third highest rate of cancer-related deaths, with 80% of HCC associated with chronic HBV or HCV \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Pathology data collected via the health system provides a rich source of medical information on individual patients, and provides further benefits as a powerful aggregated database for complex modelling to investigate fundamental disease processes, as well as applied problems in laboratory diagnostics. With powerful computing and a variety of machine learning algorithms available and given the worldwide impact of HBV and HCV on human health, new diagnostic solutions through biomedical and quantitative science collaboration, opportunities to explore fundamental human health problems as well as systems-based issues, are possible.

Routine diagnostic pathology test results are an abundant data source for these sorts of complex analyses of aggregated patient physiological and biochemical responses to disease and infection events. Simple data mining techniques, like decision tree ensembles, have been applied previously to pathology laboratory data collected for the testing of patients suspected of Hepatitis B virus (HBV) or Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, detected by immunoassay for hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) or serum anti-HCV antibody respectively \[[@CR3]\]. Whether the prediction results of this previous study can be further optimised and improved are the focus to this current study.

Support vector machines (SVMs) have received considerable attention as a method of classification of large multi-dimensional data sets \[[@CR4]\], and they will be the focus of this paper. The technique originated with research in statistical learning theory, with the basic idea to classify observations into two (or more) categories by finding the plane (in multiple dimensions) that best separates the multi-dimensional cloud of data points. SVMs are governed by choice of a small number of parameters, namely the kernel and the cost function, and so "state-of-the-art results can be achieved with relatively little effort" \[[@CR5]\], p.214. SVMs have been applied to a variety of medical data including gene expression data \[[@CR6]\]; and cancer imaging data \[[@CR7]\].

For the models to be worthwhile, challenges within the data, such as imbalance between the number of individuals with positive versus negative immunoassay results, must be addressed. Classification of imbalanced data has attracted a large body of research over time, which has been reviewed recently \[[@CR8]\]. These authors identified two basic strategies for dealing with imbalanced learning with a number of examples from the medical research literature: preprocessing techniques including resampling and feature selection \[[@CR9]\], feature extraction \[[@CR10]\] and cost-sensitive learning \[[@CR11]\]; and classification algorithms including ensemble methods \[[@CR12]\] and algorithmic classifier modifications \[[@CR13]\]. SVMs have been used to determine the effect of a variety of balancing procedures on several publically available data sets \[[@CR14]\]. Though SVMs have been found to be fairly robust to class imbalance \[[@CR15]\], that study was highly structured in terms of predictors.

Simple downsizing has been found to be effective for a variety of data structures \[[@CR16]\], and this study aims to identify whether simple downsizing is useful for highly imbalanced low-dimensional routine pathology data. Multiple downsizing has also been found to be effective in the context of high-dimensional data \[[@CR10]\]: this study aims to identify whether a smaller lower-dimensional data set also benefits from multiple downsizing. Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) is the third method of data balancing investigated in this paper \[[@CR17]\]. It has been used in a clinical context, for example to identify critically ill patients at risk of invasive infection \[[@CR18]\].

A variety of methods for predictor variable selection within the SVM itself have also been proposed \[[@CR19]\]. A typical SVM analysis includes all available predictor variables, but the presence of many predictors of low value can slow the calculations within the SVM. In this paper the effectiveness of random forests \[[@CR20]\] as the feature selection method will be investigated.

The aims of the study were both to use SVMs to identify predictors for the enhanced laboratory diagnosis of hepatitis virus infection, and to identify the type of data balancing and feature selection that best assisted this enhanced classification of HBV/HCV negative or positive. Effective data balancing and feature selection to address the challenge of imbalanced data will enhance the timeliness and accuracy of models developed using SVMs on pathology data to predict laboratory outcomes, based on multiple biomarkers \[[@CR21]\].

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Data {#Sec3}
----

The data set employed in this study originally comprised 18,625 individual cases (1 individual patient case per row) of hepatitis virus testing over a decade from 1997 to 2007. Data was provided by ACT Pathology, The Canberra Hospital (TCH), Australia and has also been analysed previously \[[@CR3]\]. Patient identifiers were removed by TCH staff prior to data access, with only a laboratory ID numbers provided for the study. After data cleaning that included the removal of rows with missing values, 9170 rows of complete data were available for HBV tested patients (through HBsAg detection), and 7820 complete data rows available from HCV patients (via anti-HCV detection). Only the complete rows were used in the experiments described herein: approaches to missing data are described elsewhere \[[@CR22]\]. The data access and analysis had Human Ethics Committee approval from ACT Health (protocol no. ETHLR.11.016) and The Australian National University (protocol no. 2012/349). A description of variables in the data set is shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Description of variables used in SVM analysesVariable abbreviationDescription and definitionMeasurement unitsResponse variables HBsAgHepatitis B Surface Antigen (marker of HBV infection)Positive (1) or Negative (0) HepCPatient antibody to HCV, indicating contact with virus *(Both HBsAg and HepC detected by immunoassay)*Explanatory variables AgePatient (case) AgeYears SexGender 1 = F, 2 = MM or F ALTAlanine aminotransferase; an intracellular enzyme released after liver and other tissue cell damageU/L GGTGamma-glutamyl transpeptidase; an intracellular enzyme also relevant to liver damageU/L HbHaemoglobing/L HctHaematocrit; formerly known as "packed cell volume"% MchMean corpuscular haemoglobinpg/RBC MCHCMean corpuscular haemoglobin concentrationg/L MCVMean corpuscular volumef/L PltPlatelets; an agent in blood clotting× 10^9^/L WCCWhite cell count× 10^9^/L RCCRed cell count× 10^12^/L CreaCreatinine; excreted by filtration through glomerulus and tubular sectionμmol/L KPotassium; predominant intracellular cation whose plasma level is regulated by renal excretionmmol/L ALKPAlkaline Phosphate; found in liver, bone, intestine and liverU/L ALBAlbumin; major component of plasma proteinsg/L TBilTotal Bilirubin levels are reflective of the rate that the body recycles the red cells in the blood; bilirubin is a breakdown product of old, spent red blood cells.μmol/L SodiumSodium; predominant extracellular cationmmol/L UreaBlood urea; often used to detect kidney related infections.mmol/L RDWRed cell distribution width% NeutNeutrophils; white blood cells, elevated by bacterial infection and early viral infection× 10^9^/L LymphLymphocytes; white blood cells, elevated by viral infection and some cancers× 10^9^/L MonoMonocytes; white blood cells, elevated by infection, inflammation, and some cancers× 10^9^/L EosEosinophils; white blood cells, elevated by allergy and parasite infection× 10^9^/L BasBasophils; white blood cell, elevated in hypersensitivity reactions× 10^9^/L

Serum HBsAg was classified as laboratory positive at ≥1.6 immunoassay units (IU) and HCV classified as positive at ≥1.0 IU. All other HBsAg and HCV results below this assay cut-off were classified as negative (M. de Souza, ACT Pathology, pers. comm.). No clinical notes were provided with the immunoassay data, so clinical infection status and symptoms were not known. Immunoassay results were obtained from the Architect HBsAg and anti-HCV platforms respectively (Abbott Australasia Pty Ltd. Diagnostics Division, North Ryde, NSW).

Balancing {#Sec4}
---------

The high degree of imbalance in the data, with 172 out of 9170 (2%) rows HBV positive and 522 out of 7820 (7%) HCV positive, can perturb the optimal performance of support vector machines. We investigate simple downsizing, multiple downsizing, and SMOTE in this study.

Simple downsizing consisted in the current study of taking the large set of negative outcomes and randomly splitting it into subsets equal in size to the set of positive outcomes. Each subset of negative outcomes was put with the positive outcomes and the data analysis performed on that dataset. Simple downsizing for this investigation led to 52 sets of HBV-negative data and 13 sets of HCV-negative data of equal size, for analysis with the HBV-positive and HCV-positive data, respectively.

To implement multiple downsizing in the current study, a number of (we used 11) random selections of samples from the majority class were made and a classification rule was derived on each of the resulting balanced training sets (note that the minority class was the same in each training set). The 11 downsized classifiers were combined by majority voting; the predictions for observations in the testing set were obtained from each of the downsized classifiers and observations in the testing set were assigned to the predicted value with the larger number of votes. The multiple downsizing process was repeated ten times to allow for a measure of variability, similar to the measure of variability available across the 52 (for HBV) and 13 (for HCV) datasets to be analysed using simple downsizing.

The implementation of SMOTE was also tested for balancing the proportion of negative and positive outcomes in the dataset. SMOTE involves increasing the number of outcomes in the smaller group (in our case, positive test result) by synthesising data. At the same time, the larger group (in our case, negative test result) is decreased in size by sampling from it. The same number of SMOTE datasets (52 for HBV and 13 for HCV) as were available for simple downsizing were constructed using the DMwR library \[[@CR23]\] in R \[[@CR24]\].

Scaling {#Sec5}
-------

Scaling methods \[[@CR18]\] were considered for this study. However, these authors found that scaling and/or taking logs did not contribute significantly to accuracy in their experiment, so we will only report the results from raw data analysis here. Furthermore default data are scaled within the SVM to have zero mean and unit standard deviation, so externally imposed scaling is not necessary.

Machine learning including predictor variable selection {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------

We decided to investigate the usefulness of a two-step process involving constructing a random forest (RF), picking the top five variables in terms of mean decrease in the Gini index \[[@CR20]\] and using only those five variables in the subsequent SVM. The same process was applied to both the downsized data sets and the SMOTE data sets.

We implemented the random forest (RF) analysis where required using the randomForest library \[[@CR25]\]. We implemented the SVM analysis using the e1071 library \[[@CR26]\]. Accuracy rates were measured by use of a 70% training, 30% testing split of the data \[[@CR3], [@CR27]\].

The order of work for downsizing and experimentation is shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Workflow for SVM analysesHBV Extract 9170 individuals with HBV recorded of which 172 positive, 8998 negative Split data into training (70%) and testing (30%) with 120 positive and 6300 negative in each split EitherDownsize the training data into 52 sets of 120 positive plus 120 negative OrSMOTE the training data 400% oversampling and 100% under sampling leading to 52 sets of 3960 individuals with 1920 positive, 2040 negative OrMultiply downsize the training data into 11 sets of 120 positive and 120 negative Then eithergrow a random forest and pick the top five variables, apply SVM with the top five variables from the random forest Orproceed straight to SVMHCV Extract 7820 individuals with HCV recorded with 533 positive, 7287 negative Split data into training (70%) and testing (30%) with 373 positive and 5100 negative in each split EitherDownsize the training data into 13 sets of 373 positive, 373 negative OrSMOTE the training data at 400% oversampling and 100% under sampling leading to 13 sets of 4797 individuals with 1492 positive, 1865 negative OrMultiply downsize the training data into 11 sets of 373 positive and 373 negative Then eithergrow a random forest and pick the top five variables, apply SVM with the top five variables from the random forest Orproceed straight to SVM

Analysis of variance {#Sec7}
--------------------

The results are drawn together using an analysis of variance \[[@CR28]\] to identify the amount of variation in three performance measures attributable to three factors. The performance measures were: sensitivity (the number positive and tested positive, divided by the number positive), precision (the number positive and tested positive, divided by the number tested positive) and F score (twice the product of precision and sensitivity, divided by the sum of precision and sensitivity). The three factors were data balancing, predictor variable selection and virus (HBV or HCV) analysed. The three data balancing methods were simple downsizing, multiple downsizing, and SMOTE. There were two techniques of predictor variable selection: none, and RF with the five most important variables fed back into an SVM. The interactions between pairs of the above factors were modelled for HBV and HCV separately (9170 observations for HBV and 7820 observations for HCV), to detect settings of one factor that cause the accuracy rates to behave differently depending on the setting of another interacting factor.

Finally, we use the best combination thus identified to find the assays that combine to best diagnose presence of HBV or HCV in the laboratory.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Summary statistics {#Sec9}
------------------

Summary statistics for patient demographics are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The difference in mean age between HBV positive cases and controls was statistically significant (*t* = 4.33, df = 183.06, *p* \< 0.0001) though the clinical difference of 5 years is not large and the ranges are similar (1 to 92 years for cases and 0 to 104 years for controls). The difference in mean age between HBV positive cases and controls was also statistically significant (*t* = 9.64, df = 679.58, *p* \< 0.0001) though again, the clinical difference of 7 years is not large and the ranges are also similar (1 to 104 years for cases and 0 to 98 years for controls).Table 3Summary statistics for patient demographicsVariableHBV positive (*n* = 172)HBV negative (*n* = 8998)*p*-valueHCV positive (*n* = 533)HCV negative (*n* = 7287)*p*-valueSex34% female47% female0.0008^a^36% female45% female0.0001^a^Age mean (s.d.)40.5 (13.9)45.2 (18.7)0.0001^b^40.6 (14.4)47.1 (19.2)\<0.0001^ba^Two-sample test of proportions, ^b^Two sample t test, *HBV* Hepatitis B Virus, *HCV* Hepatitis C virus

Means and confidence intervals of the three performance measures across the six different experimental settings are shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The spread of the performance measures is larger for HBV than HCV, which validates the decision to present the analyses for HBV and HCV separately. The means also show that SMOTE is an excellent method to counteract imbalance, except in terms of sensitivity to HCV.Table 4Sensitivity, precision and F scores by virus, balancing method and feature selectionHBV mean (95% CI)SMOTESMOTE RFDownsizeDownsize RFMDSMDS RF Fscore0.056 (0.054, 0.057)0.052 (0.050, 0.053)0.056 (0.054, 0.057)0.052 (0.050, 0.053)0.065 (0.061 0.068)0.059 (0.055, 0.063) Precision0.034 (0.032, 0.036)0.026 (0.025, 0.027)0.029 (0.028, 0.030)0.027 (0.026, 0.028)0.034 (0.032, 0.036)0.031 (0.029 0.032) Sensitivity0.625 (0.605, 0.645)0.611 (0.587, 0.634)0.625 (0.605, 0.645)0.611 (0.587, 0.634)0.246 (0.231, 0.260)0.675 (0.654, 0.680)HCV mean (95% CI)SMOTESMOTE RFDownsizeDownsize RFMDSMDS RF Fscore0.187 (0.179, 0.196)0.200 (0.196, 0.202)0.174 (0.170, 0.178)0.208 (0.200, 0.215)0.192 (0.190, 0.195)0.225 (0.220, 0.229) Precision0.134 (0.128, 0.140)0.117 (0.115, 0.119)0.103 (0.100, 0.105)0.124 (0.20, 0.129)0.115 (0.113, 0.117)0.138 (0.134, 0.141) Sensitivity0.311 (0.296, 0.326)0.668 (0.654, 0.682)0.567 (0.545, 0.590)0.625 (0.600, 0.650)0.589 (0.579, 0.598)0.610 (0.596, 0.623)*Downsize* simple downsizing, *Downsize RF* Simple downsizing with random forest variable selection, *MDS* Multiple downsizing, *MDS RF* MDS with random forest variable selection, *SMOTE* Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique, *SMOTE RF SMOTE* with random forest variable selection, *HBV* Hepatitis B virus, *HCV* Hepatitis C virus

Effect of balancing method {#Sec10}
--------------------------

The effect of balancing method on the three performance measures is displayed in Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. For HBV (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), method has a significant effect on precision. Follow-up analyses when RF is used show the contributors to the significant method effect are MDS-downsize (diff = 0.0038, *p* = 0.0001) and SMOTE-MDS (diff = −0.0044, *p* \< 0.0001). When RF is not used, the contributors to the significant method effect are MDS-downsize (diff = 0.0049, *p* = 0.0187) and SMOTE-downsize (diff = 0.0049, *p* \< 0.0001).Table 5Analysis of variance of F score, precision and sensitivity by balancing method and feature selection for HBVPrecision sourceSSdfMSFp Method0.000420.000213.0880.000 (^a^) Pre-processing0.001310.001380.5040.000 (^a^) Method.Pre-processing0.000420.000212.2220.000 (^a^)Sensitivity SourceSSdfMSFp Method1.615120.8075159.980.000 (^a^) Pre-processing1.987711.9877393.780.000 (^a^) Method.Pre-processing2.806221.4031277.970.000 (^a^)F score SourceSSdfMSFp Method0.001120.000610.8380.000 (^a^) Pre-processing0.002510.002547.1540.000 (^a^) Method.Pre-processing0.000320.00023.0070.052(^a^) = Significant at 0.0025 level with adjustment for multiple testing. Method = simple downsizing, multiple downsizing or SMOTE. Pre-processing = random forest variable selection or not. Method.Pre-processing = the interaction between Pre-processing and Method

Similarly, for HBV, method has a significant effect of sensitivity. Follow-up analyses when RF is used show the contributor to the significant method effect is SMOTE-downsize (diff = 0.0625, *p* = 0.0002). When RF is not used, all three pairs of method are contributors to the significant method effect.

Finally, for HBV method has a significant effect on F score. Follow-up analyses show the contributors to the significant effect are MDS-downsize (diff = 0.0082, *p* = 0.0001) and SMOTE-MDS (diff = −0.0066, *p* \< 0.0001).

For HCV, method has a significant effect on precision. Follow-up analyses when RF is used show the contributors to the significant method effect are MDS-downsize (diff = 0.134, *p* \< 0.0001), SMOTE-downsize (diff = −0.0076, *p* = 0.0038) and SMOTE-MDS (diff = −0.0209, *p* \< 0.0001). When RF is not used, all three pairs of method are contributors to the significant method effect.

Similarly, for HCV (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}), method also has a significant effect on sensitivity. Follow-up analyses when RF is used show the contributors to the significant method effect are SMOTE-downsize (diff = 0.0428, *p* = 0.0029) and SMOTE-MDS (diff = 0.0582, *p* = 0.0002). When RF is not used, the contributors to the significant method effect are SMOTE-downsize (diff = −0.2563, *p* \< 0.0001) and SMOTE-MDS (diff = −0.2777, *p* \< 0.0001).Table 6Analysis of variance of F score, precision and sensitivity by balancing method and feature selection for HCVPrecision sourceSSdfMSFpMethod0.002520.001332.8430.000 (^a^)Pre-processing0.001110.001128.7130.000 (^a^)Method.Pre-processing0.006420.003284.4020.000 (^a^)Sensitivity SourceSSdfMSFpMethod0.019420.0970114.860.000 (^a^)Pre-processing0.437510.4375518.210.000 (^a^)Method.Pre-processing0.416220.2081246.460.000 (^a^)F score SourceSSdfMSFpMethod0.004120.002125.5460.000 (^a^)Pre-processing0.011410.0114141.7710.000 (^a^)Method.Pre-processing0.001920.001011.8440.000 (^a^)(^a^) = Significant at 0.0025 level with adjustment for multiple testing. Method = simple downsizing, multiple downsizing or SMOTE. Pre-processing = random forest variable selection or not. Method. Pre-processing = the interaction between Pre-processing and Method

Finally, for HCV, method has a significant effect on F-score. Follow-up analyses when RF is used show all three pairs of method are contributors to the significant method effect. When RF is not used, the contributors to the significant method effect are MDS-downsize (diff = 0.0184, *p* = 0.0001) and SMOTE-downsize (diff = 0.0133, *p* = 0.0027).

Effect of feature selection via random forest {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------

The effect of feature selection is also shown in Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. For HBV (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), feature selection has a significant effect on precision. When downsizing is used, the effect is significant (diff = −0.0024, *p* = 0.0002). When SMOTE is used the effect is also significant (diff = −0.0077, *p* \< 0.0001) but the effect when multiple downsizing is used is not significant.

Similarly for HBV, feature selection has a significant effect on sensitivity. SMOTE is the only method contributing to this significance (diff = 0.4290, *p* \< 0.0001).

Finally, for HBV, feature selection has a significant effect on F-score (diff = −0.0066, *p* \< 0.0001), and the difference is not statistically significant according to which method is employed.

For HCV (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}), feature selection has a significant effect on precision, sensitivity and F score. All three methods contribute significantly to the effect for all three performance measures.

To test the ability of each approach to distinguish positive from negative test results, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) was calculated (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For HBV (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the AUC values lie between 0.591 and 0.728 which indicate all approaches are good but not excellent (defined by AUC \> 0.8). For downsizing and MDS, addition of predictor variable selection by RF improved the AUC, but the reverse outcome was found for SMOTE. The method that produced the greatest AUC was MDS. For HCV (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the AUC values lie between 0.638 and 0.723, a tighter range than for HBV. These AUC values also indicate that all methods were good, but not excellent as defined above. With no variable selection, SMOTE had the largest AUC, whereas with variable selection, MDS had the largest AUC. For any one approach, addition of variable selection by RF improved the AUC.Fig. 1Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves for **a** HBV and **b** HCV summarising the six models under consideration for improving prediction for imbalanced data. The models are: Downsize = simple downsizing; Downsize RF = simple downsizing with random forest variable selection; MDS = multiple downsizing; MDS RF = multiple downsizing with random forest variable selection; SMOTE = Synthetic Minority Oversampling; SMOTE RF = Synthetic Minority Oversampling with random forest variable selection

Key predictor variables and clinical impact {#Sec12}
-------------------------------------------

The clinical question of which variables are the most important for predicting positive immunoassay results for HBV and HCV is scattered due to the large number of datasets that arise from downsizing, and the multiple datasets generated under SMOTE that provided the replication needed for the analysis of variance. So the clinical question is addressed on the entire dataset in the following manner. For HBV SMOTE was applied to the entire dataset with an over-sampling fraction of 400% and an under sampling fraction of 100%, after which a RF was grown to establish the three most important variables that were then fitted an SVM. For HCV an identical SMOTE strategy was applied, but with an oversampling fraction of 100% and an under-sampling fraction of 100%. The three most important variables were identified by RF and then fitted to a SVM using ten-fold cross-validation, a cost parameter optimised over the range {10, 100} and a scaling parameter, gamma, optimised over the range {0.001, 0.1}.

For the entire HBV data set, the three most important variables were ALT, Age and Sodium in decreasing order. For HCV they were Age, ALT and Urea. By fitting an SVM using three variables, it is possible to visualise the results of the predictions (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2**a** Hepatitis B virus (HBV) and **b** Hepatitis C virus (HCV) SVM plots post SMOTE to overcome HBV/HCV immunoassay class imbalance, and random forest to identify the top three predictors of HBV or HCV positive/negative immunoassay class. For HBV and HCV SVM visualisation, the SVM was sliced at ALT equal to 35 IU/L

For HBV, Age, ALT and Sodium were the top three predictors. Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows values of Sodium and Age on the x and y axes respectively, for a constant serum ALT concentration of 35 IU/L. Black data points are used in the construction of the SVM, red ones are not. HBV positive cases are identified by crosses, and controls by circles. The central coloured shape shows that HBV infection will be predicted (HBV = TRUE) when Age is between 25 and 65 years, and Sodium between 135 and 145 mmol/L. The ten-fold cross-validation accuracy of this model is 64%, with individual accuracies in the folds ranging from 55 to 69%. For HCV (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) at the same constant ALT concentration, HCV infection will generally be predicted when Age is below 60 years and Urea is below 40 mmol/L, and when the combination of the two is below around 60 (due to the sloping boundary between the two coloured areas). The ten-fold cross-validation accuracy of this model is 71%, with individual accuracies in the folds ranging from 68 to 76%.

To summarise, the enhanced laboratory prediction of HBV infection (as detected by HBsAg immunoassay), after balancing to account for the class imbalance for HBsAg negative versus positive results via SMOTE, showed that balancing method, feature selection and their interaction were statistically significant. Based on raw data, the key predictors were Age, serum ALT and sodium. Also, the accuracy rate of SVM was calculated as approximately 64% for SMOTE data, and if high sensitivity is a priority, inclusion of variable selection with a random forest prior SVM is advantageous. For HCV laboratory diagnosis, balancing method, feature selection and interaction were statistically significant, and based on raw data the key predictors were Age, serum ALT and Urea for SMOTE data. An accuracy rate of SVM of approximately 71% for SMOTE data was achieved, and as for HBV, if high sensitivity is a priority include variable selection with SMOTE.

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

Specific contribution {#Sec14}
---------------------

The contribution of this paper to the understanding of optimisation for SVM modelling of routine pathology blood test results, associated with HBV or HCV positive/negative results as response categories, will help achieve such diagnostic laboratory alternatives where resources are limited or absent. Utilising routine results as presented here, such algorithms allow the early detection of HBV or HCV infection; hepatitis immunoassay is a special test ordered as a results of other investigations, and as such is not routinely requested, potentially missing cases of infection.

Comparison to existing literature {#Sec15}
---------------------------------

The interrogation of routine pathology data associated with positive/negative HBV and HCV immunoassay data has been performed previously through single decision tree and tree ensemble analysis to examine the effect of data balancing, feature selection, and other adjustments to enhance HBV and HCV immunoassay prediction \[[@CR3]\].

With significant data imbalance and the need for feature selection, the high rates of prediction accuracy, sensitivity and specificity achievable in a Chinese cohort of 518 chronic HBV patients, compared to 303 HBV and HCV negative controls \[[@CR21]\], were not matched here. The higher degree of balance between HBsAg positive and negative test results clearly contributed to the higher sensitivity and specificity values observed in that paper.

Comparable AUC values have been achieved by a similar study of pathology data \[[@CR29]\], focusing on one or two classification methods but including longitudinal data which was not available for the current study.

Implications for practice {#Sec16}
-------------------------

From the biomedical and diagnostic perspective, this study emphasised the importance of age and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) as of highest importance to accurate hepatitis prediction, followed by Sodium for HBV and Urea for HCV. Key variables detected by the current study were scattered because of the multiple datasets utilised in these analyses, but some predictor variables emerge of potential diagnostic importance. Of note among predictor variables was the strong association of age to the positive detection of HBsAg, indicating significantly higher HBV infection prevalence in patients between 20 and 60 years old. This suggests that the higher prevalence of risk-taking behaviour (e.g. intravenous drug use) for young adults, and into middle age, is a key predictor for HBV infection, an observation reinforced by epidemiological studies of drug, alcohol and other high risk behaviours across the general population in Australia \[[@CR30]\].

Given the extensive range of biochemical, cellular and physiological data associated with HBV or HCV immunoassay, via simultaneously collected routine pathology results, support vector machines and the SMOTE technique offer the opportunity to use an entire data set to enhance the laboratory prediction of infectious diseases, particularly where a large disparity exists between the number of negative and positive test results.

Limitations {#Sec17}
-----------

Several considerations particularly arise in regards to the limitations of this paper. First, only two datasets have been examined, pertaining to HBV and HCV respectively. The best methods identified in this paper may not apply to laboratory diagnosis of other infections, or the same infections in other settings. Second, a limited set of features (30 biomarkers) was available for analysis and these models are naturally limited by the features available.

Third, the balance in the datasets examined is extreme, with little more than 2% of positive test results. This degree of imbalance is common in the diagnostic pathology context. One-class classification can be used in such situations however researchers must be sure that the method matches the research question \[[@CR31]\]. The sparse literature on the use of one-class classification in medical research was noted in 2010 \[[@CR32]\], and has not expanded to a very great extent since then. The availability of open source software is also a limitation to the implementation of such methods in laboratory settings.

Finally, the balancing methods that were examined were simple downsizing, multiple downsizing and SMOTE; and the feature selection method that was examined was the random forest.These were selected for their durability in the literature to date and their transparency for clinical use. Many other algorithms exist and are in development: future work should investigate the best of these new procedures.

Conclusion {#Sec18}
==========

This study examined the effect of balancing and feature selection on the performance of SVMs used to predict HBV or HCV infection status, as detected by specific immunoassay. SMOTE has been shown to enhance prediction accuracy considerably, compared to decision trees, simple downsizing and multiple downsizing methods. The effect of predictor variable selection has been shown to be of smaller practical significance even though statistical significance is achieved.

Better understanding of the behaviour of data mining techniques will lead to enhanced laboratory prediction of infections such as HBV and HCV once data mining algorithms are embedded in the analysis of routine pathology data.
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